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Students run to promote
sexual assault awareness
Sara Wright

Senate girds
up for Bushs
future veto

MUSrANd DAllY

Andrew Taylor

A longtime staple of the
American diet, cranberries
have increased in
popularity worldwide.
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ARTS

Find out what the local
costume shops have to
offer this season, from
slutty to scary.
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SPORTS

Cal Poly’s water ski team
is one of”the top 12 in the
country and is going to
nationals.

(let ready to run for sexual as
sault awareness and prevention.
The sixth annual Run to Renieniher race is today at 6 p.ni.
The five-kilometer evening
race is a fundraiser for Rem em 
ber Week, which is meant to raise
awareness of sexual assault and vio
lence against women.
Run to Remember is organized
by the Sexual Assault Free Environ
ment Resource, or SAFER, which
is C.al Eoly’s sexual assault resource
and prevention program.
SAFER is a joint program be
tween Student Life & Leadership
and the Sexual Assault Recovery
and Prevention (SARP) center,
which provides at 24-hour crisis
line, counseling, advocacy and ac
companiment services to survivors
of sexual assault.
SAFER program coordinator
Mariana Lightman said the run was
moved from spring quarter to fall
quarter two years ago because they
wanted to include the run in their
First 30 Days program.
Statistically, a woman is most
likely to be sexually assaulted in the
first 30 days of her college career.
Therefore, SAFER wants to
highlight the importance of safety
and awareness early in the school
year with events like those of R e
member Week.
“ It’s a good way to raise sexual
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Did you know?
A woman is most likely to be
sexually assaulted in her
FIRST 30 DAYS of college.
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awareness,’’ Lightman said.
“We’ve been having programs in
the dorms like self-defense classes
for the First 30 Days campaign.’’
People can register online at
w w w .studentIife.calpoly.edu/sfr/
run.asp or at the SAFER office in

mustang

liAILV

UU room 217.
Registration is $20. The money
goes toward funding the program so
more awareness events can be held
and more support can be given.
Runners are encouraged to race
see Run, page 2

WASH1NGTC3N — Senate
Democrats on Tuesday reversed
President Bush’s cuts to education,
health research and grants to local
communities as they geared up for
Bush’s first-ever veto of a regular
appropriations bill.
By a 75-19 vote, the Senate gave
bipartisan approval to a huge health
and education spending bill that will
likely be the first of the fiscal 2008
spending bills Democrats will ship
to the White House to start a veto
battle involving the budget for al
most every domestic agency.
It promises to be a protracted
battle and Bush has a decided ad
vantage, but Democrats have seized
on the massive health and education
measure as the best measure with
which to challenge Bush and his
Ci(')P allies in ('ongress.
The measure totals over $600
billion and reverses a raft of cuts
sought by Bush to health research,
special education and funding for
grants to community groups that
help the poor, among others.
The confrontation with Bush
over domestic programs — many of
which are also popular with Repub
licans, as demonstrated by the mar
gin of passage — will come on the
heels of the bruising veto battle over
a children’s health insurance bill.
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Firefighters all but concede defeat to raging
California wildfires; flames too big, too fast
Gillian Flaccus
ASSOC IATEI! I'K FSS

Check out Mustang Daily
reporter Agnus-Dei
Farrant's photo blog
online.
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SAN DIECR') — Faced with un
relenting winds whipping wildfires
into a frenzy across Southern Cali
fornia, firefighters all but conceded
defeat Tuesday to an unstoppable
force that has chased an estimated
one million people away.
Unless the shrieking Santa Ana
winds subside, which is not expect
ed for at least another day, fire crews
say they can do little more than try
to wait It out and react, tamping out
spot fires and chasing ribbons of
airborne embers to keep new fires
from Haring.
“ If it’s this big and blowing with
as much wind as it’s got, it’ll go
all the way to the ocean before it
stops,’’ said San Diego Fire Capt.
Kirk Humphries.
“We can save some stuff but we
can’t stop it.’’
Tentacles of unpredictable, shift
ing flame have burned across nearly
6(M) square miles, killing one person,
destroying more than 1,300 homes
and prompting one of the biggest
evacuations in California history,
from north of Los Angeles through
San Diego to the Mexican border.

Ciov. Arnold Schwarzenegger said
the flames were threatening 68,000
more homes.
“We have had an unfortunate sit
uation that we’ve had three things
come together: very dry areas, very
hot weather and then a lot of wind,’’
Schwarzenegger said. “And so this
makes the perfect storm for a fire.”
In Rancho Santa Fe, a suburb
north of San Diego, houses burned
just yards from where fire crews
fought to contain flames engulfing
other properties. In the mountain
community of Lake Arrowhead,
cabins and vacation homes went
up in flames with no fire crews in
sight.
“These winds are so strong, we’re
not trying to fight this fire,” said
firefighter Jim Gelrud, an engineer
from Vista, Calif. “We’re just trying
to save the buildings.”
More than a dozen wildfires
blowing across Southern Califor
nia since Sunday have also injured
more than 40 people, including 16
firefighters.
The U.S. Forest Service earlier
reported a fire death in Los Angeles
County’s Santa Clarita area, but of
ficials said Tuesday that information
was erroneous.

JIM WILSON ASSOCIATED PRESS

Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger flies over Lake Arrowhead, Calif, in a
National Guard helicopter.
The fires also forced the evacu
ation o f more than 350,000 houses,
most of them in San Diego County.
With the area’s average household
size o f 2.6 people, that means the
evacuation could encompass nearly
910,000 people.
“It’s basically a mass migration

here in San Diego County. The
numbers we’re seeing are stag
gering,” said Luis Monteagudo, a
spokesman for the county’s emer
gency effort.
President Bush, who planned to
visit the region Thursday, declared
see Fire, page 2
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tollerai cnicrm-MUN tor sown
ooimtios. a mow tliat will spood
disastor-roliofotVorts.
I lio swooping dovastation was
ronnnisoont of bla?os that toro
through Soiithorn C'alitornia
tour yoars ago, killing 22 and dostroving 3,640 homos.
1 ho torooity t)t tho Santa Ana
winds 111 2003 torood crows to
discard thoir traditional strategy
and toons on keeping up with the
tiro and putting out spot blazes
that throatonod homos.
Fire crows wore especially
concornod about dense eucalyp
tus groves 111 Del Mar and Kancho Santa Fo, Fearing the high
ly riamniablo trees could turn
neighborhoods prized For thoir
secluded serenity into potential
tmderboxes.
The usual tactic is to surround
a tire on two sides and try to
choke It oFF.
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Hut with tiros whipped by
gusts that have surpassed 166
iiipli, that strategy doesn't work
because embers can be swept
miles ahead ot the tire's Front
line.
In those cases, crews must
keep 16 to 36 Feet back From the
Haines or risk their own lives, Los
.'^ngeles County Firetighter Daryl
Parish said.
Added Kocklin Fire Depart
ment Capt. Martin Holm, "We
do what we can. A life’s a lot
more important than a house."
Any Hame longer than S Feet
is considered unstoppable and
even water and Fire retardant will
evaporate before they reach the
ground, said Cordon Schmidt, a
retired U.S. Forest Service depu
ty director oFtire management.
"In these situations, the strat
egy generally is to Fall back,” he
said.
"You pick and choose your
priorities in terms of what you
can protect. Instead oF trying to
stop the Fire, you try to prevent it
From burning resources.”
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Run
cntitiniiedfrom page I

with a buddy to signify the need
For the safety oF winnen running
at night and that women are not
alone in doing so.
I he course starts on the Health
CT-nter lawn and continues around
the (kd Holy campus, as Far as the
baseball fields and back to the
lawn.
Adam Serafin, a Cal l\>ly grad
uate and current Student Life A
Leadership employee, has been a
participant m the race all five years
he has attended Cal Holy.
"It’s a great opportunity to sup
port the SAFHK program and go
out and visibly show your sup
port,” Serafin said.
"(Sexual assault and preven
tion) is an issue that needs to be
addressed.”
Serafin emphasized the need
For men to do their part in work
ing against sexual assault.
"Men especially need to step
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up. It’s not |ust a ssinnan’s issue but
mvolves meli as well,” he said.
Cr.md pri/es sudi .is certificates
are awarded to thè First three male
and fem.ile runners.
Fhe First 266 will receive a 1shirt.
Kunners also get SI t) Hassports, snacks and a water bottle

and flashlights provided by the S.m
1 U1S C>bispo Hohee Department.
Fills vear's sponsors include
many businesses — Boston Ba
gel. Mondeo. Stenner Clen, Irader
Joe’s, the Kennedy Fitness CMub
— and (kil HoK Hresident Warren
Baker’s office, which Funded a lot
oFthe event.
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© Puzzles by Pappocom
Complete the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

A special 3 day event
for all December Qraduates
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8 3
1 6
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OCTOBER 24 - 26

Wednesday - Friday 9:00 am - 4:00 pm

ORDER •/FOR GRADUATION
• Personalized Qraduation Announcements •
• Class Rings (Qraduation Days Discounts I •
• Thank You Cards •
• Certificates of Appreciation •
• Diploma Plaques •
•Join the Alumni Association •
GRAD CENTER OPENS
El Co rra l
Bo o k st o r e

November 15th
for cap, goum, and commencement tickets
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www.elcorraltxiakatarB.com

check out the graduation section on our website
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Sales of cranberries

Briefs

in c re a se o v e rse a s
John Hartzell
ASSCX lATFD PRhSS

An appetite is emerging overseas
I'or cranberries, a staple in American
diets since long before the Pilgrims
arrived at Plymouth Kock.
The craving is so strong that
C'heryl Urban otWisconsin Rapids, a
cranberry grower who also processes
the crops t)f six other growers, said 30
percent of her business’ sales will go
to foreign markets this year. In 2001,
she had no overseas sales.
“It was just a matter of getting the
message out about cranberries,” Ur
ban said. “It’s becoming a staple for
them just as it is for us.”
The message is that cranberries
are tasty, healthy and versatile, show
ing up in everything from soap to nut
breads.
The Cranberry Marketing Com
mittee began promoting the product
outside the country in earnest in
1999, said Michael Rucier, the com
mittee’s export promotion manager.
Foreign sales were 14 percent of the
market that year at nearly S9H,(KH)
barrels. That increased to 27 percent
of the market last year with more
than 1.67 million barrels shipped
overseas.
The committee was created in
1962 to maintain a balance between
supply and demand in the U.S. cran
berry industry.
“The bottom fell out of the mar
ket” in 1999 and prices plummeted.

Rucier said. “We had a lot of inven
tory and no place to sell it.”
Cranberry sales have grown sub
stantially since then, especially in the
United Kingdom, Cermany, Aus
tralia, France, South Korea, Mexico,
Japan, the Netherlands, Spain. Austria
and Switzerland, he said.
The largest producer. Ocean Spray
Oanberries Inc., has seen its foreign
business grow by double-digit per
centages each year for more than a
decade, reaching between $3(M) mil
lion and $400 million annually in HO
ditferent countries, CEO Randy l*apadellis said.
Oanberries aren’t found in just
beverages and Thanksgiving side
dishes. Papadellis said Ocean Spray
has cranberries in more than 1,(KK)
products.
Some of the newest items include
ice cream topping, crackers, pan
cake mix, soap and lotions, said Tom
Lochner, executive director of the
Wisconsin State Cranberry Crowers
Association.
Wisconsin, the nation’s top cran
berry-producing state, expects to
harvest 3.9 million barrels of the tart
fruit this year, more than half the crop
produced nationwide.That’s followed
by Massachusetts at l.H million bar
rels, New Jersey at 52(),(KH) barrels,
Oregon at 5(M),(K)() and Washington
state at IHO.IKK).
The cranberry is one of only three
fruits native to North America, along
with blueberries and concord grapes.

State

National

International

SAN D IE G O (AP) — Au
thorities say evacuation orders
have been lifted for three San
Diego neighborhoods that were
briefly threatened by the Witch
Fire.
Some residents will be al
lowed to return to their homes
in the suburban city of Poway
in northern San Diego County.
San Diego Fire C hief Tracy
Jarman says people who were
evacuated yesterday from the
coastal Del Mar Heights neigborhood and the Scripps Ranch
area further east in the city of
San Diego will also be allowed
to go home Tuesday afternoon.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)
— A woman whose attorneys
had argued that she was delu
sional when she killed an expect
ant mother, cut the baby from her
womb and took the infant home
was found guilty Monday.
Jurors convicted Lisa Mont
gomery, 39, of kidnapping result
ing in death in the 2004 attack on
23-year-old Bobbie Jo Stinnett in
the northwest Missouri town of
Skidmore.
The jury deliberated for about
four hours before rejecting Mont
gomery’s insanity defense, jurors
could have acquitted her outright
or found her not guilty by reason
of insanity. Prosecutors said they
plan to seek the death penalty.

G A UHA TI, India (AP) —
Six Asiatic wild elephants were
electrocuted as they went ber
serk after drinking rice beer in
India’s remote northeast, a wild
life official said Tuesday.
Nearly 40 elephants came to
a village on Friday looking for
food. Some found beer, which
farmers ferment and keep in
plastic and tin drums in their
huts, said Sunil Kumar, a state
wildlife official.
They got drunk, uprooted
a utility pole carrying power
lines and were electrocuted in
Chandan Niikat.a village nearly
150 miles west o f Shillong, the
capital of Meghalaya state Ku
mar said.

•••

• • •

PO R T ALLEN, La. (AP)
— With a councilman saying un
derwear “is called underwear for
a reason,” another Cajun-country
town has banned saggy pants
from its streets.
The ordinance, passed unani
mously Monday by the Port Al
len City Council, requires pants
to be secured at the waist so they
do not fall below the hips, expose
underwear or create indecent ex
posure.
Violators could be fined $25
to $250 for a first offense, and
$250 to $500 for repeat offenses.

BAGHDAD (AP) — A
U.S. helicopter opened fire on a
group of men as they were plant
ing roadside bombs in a Sunni
stronghold north o f Baghdad on
Tuesday, then chased them into
a nearby house, killing 11 Iraqis,
including five women and one
child, the military said.
The airstrikes came a day af
ter Osama bin Laden scolded his
al-Qaida followers and other in
surgents, saying they have been
“lax” for failing to overcome fa
natical tribal loyalties and unite
in the fight against U.S. troops.

• • •

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
President Bush plans to visit
Southern California to survey
wildfire damage on Thursday.
Adam Mendelsohn, Gover
nor Arnold Schwarzenegger’s
spokesman, says Schwarzeneg
ger called Bush on Monday
afternoon and encouraged him
to come. Mendelsohn says the
governor wanted Bush to get
a firsthand look at the devasta
tion.
The president agreed and
proposed Thursday morning.
Mendelsohn had no details
on where Bush would visit.
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CALPOLYATHLETICS

Tickets On Sale Now at the Box Office, by calling 1-866-GO-STANGS or www.GoPoly.com

OCTOBER 2 2 -0 C Î0 B E R 28
Tfckc^s a r '“ F R tl for Cat Poly S tu d e n ts
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CAL POLY VOLLEYBALL VS PACIFIC
Friday. O c to b e r 2G th a t 7prn
Alex G. Spanos Stadium

CAL POLY WOMEN’S SOCCER VS UC DAVIS
Friday. O c to b e r 2 6 th at 7pm
Mex G, Spa nos Stadium

CAL POLY MEN’S SOCCER VS UC RIVERSIDE
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CAL POLY VOLLEYBALL VS UC DAVIS
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Alex G. Spanos Stadium

CAL POIYWOMEN'S SOCCER VS PACIFIC
Sunday. O c to b e r 28Th at 1pm - Women's Soccer Senior Day
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Iraq death tallies for October decline
Steven R. Hurst
ASMK I M t l ) I’ k hS S

October is on course to record the sec
ond consecutive decline in U.S. military and
Iraqi civilian deaths and Americans com
manders say they know why: the U.S. troop
increase and an Iraqi groundswell against alQaida and Shiite militia extremists.
Maj. Cien. Rick Lynch points to what
the military calls ‘‘Cioncerned Cutizens,”
both Shiites and Sunnis who have joined
the American tight. He says he’s signed up
20.()()() of them m the past four months.
“ I’ve never been more optimistic than
I am right now with the progress we’ve
made in Iraq. The only people who are go
ing to win this counterinsurgency project
are the people of Iraq. We’ve said that all
along. And now they’re coming forward in
masses,’’ Lynch said in a recent interview at
a U.S. base deep in hostile territory south
of Baghdad. Outgoing artillery thundered
as he spoke.
Lynch, who commands the 3rd Infantry
Division and once served as the military

spokesman in Baghdad, is a tireless cheer
leader of the American effort in Iraq. But
the death toll over the past two months ap
pears to reinforce his optimism. The ques
tion, of course. Will it last?
As of Tuesday, the Pentagon reported
2S U.S. military deaths in October. That’s
an average of about 1.2 deaths a day. The
toll on U.S troops hasn’t been this low since
March 2006. when 31 soldiers died, an aver
age of one death a day.
In September, 63 U.S. soldiers died in
Iraq.
Part of the trend can be seen in a volatile
and violent band of lush agricultural land
on Baghdad’s southern border.
The commander of the battle zone, Lt.
Col. Val Keaveny, 3rd Battalion, 509th In
fantry (Airborne), said his unit has lost only
one soldier in the past four months despite
intensified operations against both Shiite
and Sunni extremists, including powerful
al-Qaida in Iraq cells.
Keaveny attributes the startling decline
to a decrease in attacks by militants who are
being rounded up in big numbers on infor
mation provided by the citizen force, which

has literally doubled the number of eyes and
ears available to the military.
The efforts to recruit local partners began
taking shape earlier this year in the western
province o f Anbar, which had become the
virtual heartland for Sunni insurgents and
al-Qaida bands. The early successes in An
bar, coming alongside a boost of 30,000 U.S.
forces into the Baghdad area, led to similar
alliances in other parts of Iraq.
“ People are fed up with fear, intimida
tion and being brutalized. Once they hit
that tipping point, they’re fed up; they come
to realize we truly do provide them better
hope for the future. What we’re seeing now
is the beginning of a snowball,” said Keav
eny, whose forces operate out of Forward
Operating Base Kalsu about 35 miles south
o f Baghdad.
While U.S. death figures appear to be in
sharp decline, the number o f Iraqi civilians
and security forces show a less dramatic drop.
And any significant attack by insurgents or
civilians caught in the crossfire could quick
ly wipe out the downward trend.
The current pace of civilian deaths would
put October at less than 900. The figure last

month was 1,023 and for August, 1,956, ac
cording to figures compiled by The Associ
ated Press.
The AP tally is compiled from hospital,
police and military officials as well as ac
counts from reporters and photographers.
Insurgent deaths are not included. O ther
counts differ and some have given higher
civilian death tolls.
While the decline in deaths is notable, it
is only one o f many measures o f potential
progress in Iraq, said Anthony Cordesman, a
former Pentagon analyst now with the pri
vate Center for Strategic and International
Studies in Washington.
Cordesman said a more balanced picture
needs to include factors such as wounded
civilians and soldiers and the number of
people fleeing their homes. The U.N. refu
gee agency said Tuesday that between 1,000
and 2,000 Iraqis still leave their homes each
day for safer havens in the country or in
neighboring nations. “ It’s just been going
up slowly,’’ said U.N. High Commissioner
for Refugees spokeswoman Astrid van Genderen Stort in Geneva.

'‘Where do you feel the most threatened while
walking alone?''
C om piled and photographed by M ichelle N organ

Check out

“When it’s
completely dark
with no lights
around.”
—

or COM 541.5111 for ektaib aod Information,

“I don’t usually go out by
myself anywhere. There
was one time walking
back from a movie late
at night where I felt
uncomfortable.”

A d a m H a w k in s ,

E n g lis h s e n io r
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“ I don’t really feel
threatened.”
—

D m itri Ja ro cki,

g e n e ra l

“The other day walking
along Osos because
not many stores are
open downtown at 9
p.m. and there is not a
lot of lighting.”

e n g in e e rin g s e n io r
Lau re n )fynofchick,
E n g lish ju n io r
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ASI will be every student's
connection to the ultimate
college experience.

IM P O R T A N T N O T IC E
Add to your

CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB

membership October 1 - 31, 2007
and you'll be eligible to win one of ten

$50 scholarships
If you spend money on campus, save
yourself the hassle of cash and checks
by using CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB. It's
already encoded on your PolyCard. For
more information or to add value, check

www.calpolycorporation.org/express

Everyon« addirtg value to th e. membership during the promotional perioO. whether via
the web site m person, by mail, telephone or at an Express Station is automatically
entered m the drawing Winner will be contacted by email or telephone
« f • « I

ASI C a m p u s D i r e c t o r y

Kach year. Associated Students, Inc., produces a Campus
Directory that is made available to all students, faculty and
staff at Cal Poly.
The A S I Campus Directory includes the name, phone
number, e-m ail address and m ajor for each Cal Poly student.
Anyone who does not wish to have his/'her personal
inform ation included in the directory should access:

WWW.my .cal po ly .ed u
l.ogin
Personal Infonnation Tab
<k) to “ M y Student information”
l.<H»k for “ I K R PA Link”
Cio to “ Td il FF.RPA Directory Restrictions”
C'htKisc “ Restrict" for your “ locator
Information” status to prevent inclusion in
the A S I Student Directon

If you wish to restrict publication ofyour personal
infonnation. do so before November 9, 2007
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arts editors

A few store tips to help
your hunt for the perfect
Halloween costume
Giana Magnoli
MUM ANC. DAIIY

As the spookiest of nights gets closer, people are
scrambling to find the perfect costume — or maybe
just a last-minute one. There are more costume shops
than usual to choose from in San Luis (Obispo this
year, and each one has its pros and cons.
The big box Spirit Halloween store, located at 870
Foothill Blvd., is the biggest and has the most mer
chandise, but a lot of it is children’s costumes anci
decorations. While there are a lot of adult costumes,
wigs, masks, random props and decorations, there is
less variety than some of the other stores.
It has more in terms of pure volume, but has rows
of the same theme (like pirates, priests and pimps)
instead of different things. It has costumes for every
price range, and a few well-placed accessories from
here would do in a financial fix. It’s more of a onestop shop for a family than a college student’s store,
but it does boast a few K-rated items like a skull
shaped beer bong and a “tricky dick’’ costume.
Downtown, The C'ostume Shop offers the one
thing every person looks for in such a store: a fitting
room. Packaged costumes, props, accessory pieces and
wigs can be tried on before buying them, which also
opens up the shopping experience to peer review.
Michelle Perlich, an art professor and owner of
the shop, said they purposely order middle-range cos
tumes. Most of the packaged costumes are $30 to $80
and most of the wigs and other accessories are less
than $20.
The most popular costumes this year are Spartans
a la “300” for men and sailors for women, Perlich

said, though pirates have returned for another strong
showing this year.
The CAistume Shop will be open year-round.
It will also cater specifically to college students; its
tiwners want to order merchandise based on theme
parties occurring at the time, and may even attempt
to coordinate with local fraternities and sororities.
Also downtown is C'ostume C^ipers, located at
984 C'horro St. This place is jam-packed with awe
some merchandise and has reasonable prices for cos
tumes, accessories, wigs, assorted jewelry and make
up items.
Shopping there feels like spelunking — weaving
through the dimly-lit rows finding stuff you never
knew was there. If you need that one random piece
to make your costume complete (or want the biggest
colored-fishnets collection to choose from), you’ll
probably get lucky here.
For those ladies out there who like to be scantily
clad, there’s always Fanny Wrappers, located at 799
Higuera St. Like The C'ostume Shop and C'ostume
C'apers, it’s open year-round. As the name implies, it
sells costumes with varying levels o f scandal and does
good business with the college-aged female crowd.
For Halloween, they have a good selection o f Leg
Avenue and other brands that boast short-skirted ver
sions of classic costumes. Who doesn’t want to be a
skanky Alice in Wonderland?
The local shops cater more exclusively to their cli
entele, and it gties to show that you can’t judge a cos
tume shop by its square-footage: bigger isn’t always
better. The prices on big brand items were relatively
similar from store to store, and prop and accessory
item prices varied by quality and size.

Confettis
BRYAN BEILKE

Balltx^ns, Decor. Pa|x:r-ware. C'ostumc Accessories, Etc.
Dance lights, to g & Bubble Machines. Karaoke,
Bounce, Dunk lank, Summo Wrestling, Casino. Etc.

m u .s t a n g d a il y

Costume Capers, The Costume Shop, Spirit Halloween and Fanny Wrappers offer a variety of costume cloth
ing and accessories, including already-assembled outfits for the imagination-impaired.
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Casey Affleck
proves talented in
‘G one Baby G one’
Chris Kellertnan

— a corrupt Boston police depart
ment, a rooftop ending and really
DAILY l O K I ADOU. ( l l X A S ILL ll)
bad language. But unlike the rich,
If “The“ Assassination of Jesse witty and good-looking people in
James” doesn’t prove it, this movie that version of the Tioston crime
sets It in stone; ('asey Affleck is the world, “Cione Baby Cione” is the
real actor in the Affleck family. IJeii story of middle- to lower-class peo
Affleck can stick to directing and ple with little education. They make
screenvvriting, which he does admi up the most ignored sect of society
111 movies; think “ TTustle and Flow.”
rably in “Cione Haby (ione.”
The story takes place in the slums Another big contrast with “The De
of Moston, where C^isey Affleck plays parted,” where most of the cast get
a private investigator, Patrick, living killed, but at least all the bad guys
with his girlfriend Angie (Michelle are dead, is that here we’re dealing
Monaghan). Patrick grew up in this with much tougher questions of
rough neighborhood, and, while he morality.
“Cione liaby Cione” was adapted
finds more success in life than his
childhood friends, he clearly still from a book by Dennis Lehane, and
has “street cred” among them. Af though I haven’t read it, I imagine
ter all, he stayed there and was true it’s great.This is one of the most ex
to them. He has cocaine-dealing citing, powerful and morally com
friends, but they’re the good kind plicated film plots of 2007.
Another film comparison I
of coke-dealers (as only Hollywood
must make, in terms of the ques
can have us believe).
tions
of morality, is to “Million
When 4-year-old Amanda McC'ready goes missing from her Dollar Baby.” ’ Patrick, like Cilint
mother’s apartment, Amanda’s aunt Eastw'ood’s character in “ Baby,” is
hires Patrick and Angie to “augment a Ciatholic who faces huge moral
the investigation” since the Boston dilemmas. Ultimately the “big de
police department hasn’t had suc cision” Patrick makes is the oppo
cess. The initial investigation reveals site of what “Million Dollar Baby”
Amanda’s mom is a drug mule, and would h.ive chosen.
Clasey Affleck is having a great
ill fact was doing coke at a bar the
night Amanda w.is taken. Patrick year after co-starring in “The Assas
and Angie assume Amanda may sination of Jesse James by the Cow’have been kidnapped after a drug ard Robert Ford,” and now he deliv
ers another fine performance. While
deal went wrong.
Morgan Freeman phiys the police this role wasn’t quite as challenging
captain in charge of finding missing or stunning as Robert Ford, 1 think
children, and Ed Harris is the detec it CLHild boost C'asey’s chances for an
tive who serves as a liaison between ( )scar next spring.
Supporting pertbrmances from Ed
Patrick and the police. After the en
tire team tinds the man who may I larris (“A 1listory otViolence”) and
have Amanda, they set up a night Amy Madigan (“Field of Dreams”)
meeting on a clitf to exchange her are great. Morgan 1-reeman is also
for a large sum of money. Shots are g O L x l, but in how many more nuwfired, the suspect ends up dead, and les w ill we h.ive to hear him declare,
Amanda’s doll is seen floating in the “We will prevail”?Just wondering.
I'he film begins with Patrick tell
waters below.
ing
us the advice his priest g.ive him
The above represents only onethird of the story, and I’ll give too on how to get to he.iven.The priest
much away if I go further. It’s a quotes Jesus: “Behold. I am sending
twisty, complicated plot with major you like sheep in the midst of wolves;
shocks, and just when you think you so be slm-wd as serpents and simple
know what’s going on. you’re sur .IS doves” (Matthew Kflii). Patrick
trie's his best throughout the movie
prised with a new revelation.
This IS an excellent movie. CT'r- to hold onto that high standard. It’s
tain elements of the plot and setting up to the audience to decide if he
are reminiscent of “The Departed” succeeds. In my mind, he does.
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^Robotron’ signals
disctinctly m odem
sound
Digital band Signal
uses computers to
create challenging
instrumentation
Since the first instrument was electrified, musi
cians in the realm o f electronics have dealt with
the struggle between instrument and sound. Syn
thesizers were first made to recreate orchestras and
each new Macintosh contains a set of software de
vices emulating nearly every musical instrument.
The tools of the digital generation were made for
making sounds of a past
generation. Signal,
a
band made up of Frank
Bret Schneider, Cars ten
Nicola and Loaf Bender,
rejects this. Their de
but album “ R obotron”
is an uncompromising
manifesto of true digital
sound.
The masterminds that
make up Signal are archi
tects of a distinctly mod
ern sound. Sighal realizes
their tools for building
and what they are best
used for. The computer
is seen as an instrument
and then questioned.
Signal zooms in on the
basic unit of digital sound, the discrete sound ele
ment, and builds off it to reveal the true essence
of the computer’s role as a musical instrument. The
result is not an emulation of other instrulnents, but
rather unapologetic computer music.
It is no wonder then why this album will first
come off as just noise to the inexperienced ear.
The first track sounds like a skipping metronome
sped up through a blown speaker. Stripped o f all
decoration is the equally sparse title track “ R obot
Ron,” which midway reveals a minimal melody
of a few brief beeps. The tracks that nuke up
the album sound as if the buzz of computer was
stretched to its breaking point to reveal an inter
nal rhythm.The rhythms are so abrupt the silence
in between noise becomes louder than the noise

SIGNAL
COURTESY PHOTO

itself. The deliberate architecture o f “ R obotron”
brings to light how its sound was created. Staying
true to their beliefs. Signal dismisses the use of
traditional samplers and sequencers opting to cre
ate the pulsing rhythms o f buzzes, clicks and cuts
by precise algorithms and computer program
ming. The unrelenting tightness o f the rhythms
demonstrates the com
puter’s superior accu
racy for calculation. On
a micro-level however,
the pops and hisses that
occasionally make their
way into the beats make
us aware of the com put
er’s inability to come to
terms with conflicting
codes. This contrast in
scale brings a depth to
the starkness o f the re
^ lu r n n
cord that rivals that of
any orchestra.
Signal IS also aware
of the ritualistic act
of listening to music
and tactility of media,
(lone is the cheap plas
tic compact-disc case always prone to cracking.
Instead the C'.D is slipped into the folds o f the
softest and most pleasant cardstock. Unfolding
the case is calming as the buttery surface slides
across your fingertips. Inside, the disc slips into
the most elegant of cutouts. The case itself is the
last and in some ways the most critical element to
the album. It turns what was data, or space on a
hard drive, into an object, connecting the sense of
sound to a sense o f touch. Although “ R obotron”
is quiet to the eye and soft to the touch, to the
ear it is enormous.

^ 'pusic
from

XCPR

I\iul Ctunhoii is an arcItiU'ctnrc Junior and a music
director at
Sati Luis Ohispo, 9/..T PM. He's
also completely full of it.
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Dark themes and urban influences:
Coral Snyder
MUMANd DAllY

Walking past the black curtain into the unlit hookah
lounge at C^loud in San Luis Obispo, the paintings on the
wall matched the dark atmosphere ol'the room .The pieces
were wild and colorful, yet displayed a darker theme that
coincides with the festive Halloween season.
Artist Cdiris Matthews, who describes his art as a mix
ture o f urban, street and surrealism, is displaying his work at
Cloud '■) throughout the month of October.
“The general art is just my own personal expression.
Everyone has a dark side and most of my art shows this
dark side,” said Matthews, 32, of Easo Robles.
Matthews began painting in the late ’80s when he was
in junior high school and eventually went out with his
cousins to learn the art of graffiti. Throughout the ’90s
Matthews painted on the boardwalk in Venice lieach and
would sell his artwork throughout the day.
“ 1 rode the bus for two hours every day and would
leave to go and to come home when it was dark, but 1
loved it,” Matthews said.
Since then Matthews has been painting, selling and col
lecting his pieces for display at various art shows.
His style has some common elements with street graf
fiti in that the pieces have overlapping images and all seem
to blend into each other. Many of the pieces look like they
are bleeding paint or are washed out in places, but each has
a distinct, though interpretive theme.
“It’s a bunch of things piled on top of each other like graf
fiti on a w.ill. I’m trying to capture that look where you can’t
really read it, but it gets the point across,” Matthews said.

SAYRA REYES MUSTANG DAILY

Artist Chris Matthews creates layered graffiti art, currendy on display at the
Cloud 9 Hookah Lounge.
Some of his art currently on display is representative
of Japanese ghost stories that he read out o f a book from
the IHOOs.
“ I was taken by it because o f all the beauty o f the cul
ture and the stories,” Matthews said.
Pieces from Matthews’ collection are priced between $25
and $300. Most pieces, however, range between $100 and $150.
These prices include prints of works and even originals.
Matthews names all of his work to represent the theme.
Some of his works include “ Radio Head,” “Microphone
Man” and “ Art is not a Crime.”
Co-ow ner of CToud 9 Adam Meinke said, “We’ve

known him for a while and we have a place for him to
display his work. Its got a real dark connection, which is a
good theme for the Halloween season.”
Matthews’ work can be viewed when the hookah
lounge is open.The lounge opens Tuesday through Sunday
at 3 p.m. and closes at midnight Tuesday and Wednesday, at
2 a.m. Thursday through Saturday and 8 p.m. on Sunday.
CToud 9 is located in the shopping center on the corner
o f C'alifornia Boulevard and Taft Street.
“ It’s meant to reach out to other people so they can
make their own connections. I paint to get the reactions
from other people,” Matthews said.
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Hearing the voice of
a siienced minority
Our nation takes pride in the freedom and equal
ity offered to all citizens. Almost a century ago, the
19th amendment gave women the right to vote and
a voice to demand equality. Between 1954 and 1968
Americans fought to extend civil rights to citizens
regardless of race or ethnicity by disbanding school
segregation and workplace discrimination anci re
storing voting rights.
Cainsequently, our generation has been fortunate
to grow up in a democratic country that affords
prosperity, choice, tolerance and understanding to
its people. But certainly the work is not done and
glaring discrepancies in the rights of some persist.
On Oct. 7, 1998, a gay American college student named Matthew Shepard
was brutally murdered by two men who sought to "teach” him a lesson: stay
in the closet or else. Although the two men are serving life sentences for their
crimes, these types of vicious acts were never considereil to he “hate crimes.”
I he Senate's recent passing vote o f! he Matthew Shepard Act aims to amend
this injustice.
Kecognition for gay rights has always been a controversial subject; as the
Presidential primaries creep closer, however, the issue caniuit be ignored. In
1996, President C'linton signed the Defense of Marriage Act, stating that the
federal government will not recognize any union between same-sex partners.
I lowever,this has not stopped CConnecticut, NewJerseyCCalifornia, New Hamp
shire, Vermont, Oregon, Washington, Maine, Hawaii, the District of CColumhia
and most notably Massachusetts from extending rights granted to opposite-sex
unions to any pair of citizens in a loving, long-term, monogamous, same-sex
relatiotiship.
It may make you feel uncomfortable knowing that rwo men am embarking
on the rest of their lives together, sharing the same bed and paa*nting children;
but thea ts one truth you cannot deny about these adationships: if you devote
your life to another person, you are making a commitment and that’s what
counts.Yct legal discrepancies abound.
Tax benefits and mortgage rates afforded to married couples are not the
same as those given to homosexual partners. Furthermore, knowing that your
family exists in the eyes of the law is something we tend to take for granted.
When two married hetcix)sexual parents file for divorce, each parent has a legal
responsibility for that child’s wellbeing. However, if a same-sex couple separates,
there are no court records to enforce child support or establish custody rights.

But the issues don’t end there. 1 am sure many
of you attended the recent job fair on campus. As
you spoke with company representatives or read
the recruitment brochures, the subject of employee
benefits likely came up. Most of the companies I
spoke with mentioned health care among their
list of incentives and, although I didn’t implore, I
wondered how many of these “family health plans”
equally recognized domestic partnerships. Or how
many of these career opportunities might require
relocation to a state that doesn’t offer etjual recog
nition of same-sex unions? How seriously would
anyone consider mov'ing to ,i state that explicitly
makes no differentiation between spouses and roommates? Why are we forc
ing people (supposedly free and equal under the law) to make these choices?
In 31 states you can he fired for being perceived as g.iy, lesbian, or bisexual,
39 if you’re transgender. The workplace should not he a battleground tor
moral agendas.This is not just a private-sector issue. In fact, the most blatant
displ.iy of unfair treatment under the law and discrimination on the basis i>f
sexual orientation is perpetuated by an organization that collectively receives
the largest amount of federal spending — the U.S. Military. Among other
qualities, our military is known for its “Don't Ask. Don’t lell. Don't Pursue.
Don't Harass” policy. Most troubling to me is that this creed trumps the antidiscrimination policies of any other institution they are affiliated with, includ
ing CGI Poly.
C'SU bylaws state that no campus entity shall discriminate against students
or faculty based on their sexual orientation. However, our Army KOTC' pro
gram (which operates on campus within the military sciences department)
IS able to deny acceptance to any openly homosexual students who wish to
join.
Sadly, by tolerating this discriminating policy, CGI Poly, along with other
universities around the nation, is sending a clear message to their students: we
value federal funding over your rights, especially if you are gay. Kemarkably,
CGI I’oly continues to propagate this message of exclusion toward certain mi
nority students. However, looking at all the facts, it’s yet another demonstra
tion of what our society offers the "queer” community.
HricaJanoff is tui hidustrial
senior, the president of the Cal Poly Democrats
and a monthly Mustang Daily liheral columnist.
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By e -m a il:
mustangdailyopinions@gmail.com

By m ail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Cal Poly. SLO. C A 93407

corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes
pnde in publishing a daily newspa
per for the Cal Poly campus and
the neighboring community. W e
appreciate your readership and
are thankful for your careful read
ing. Please send your correction
suggestions to m ustangdaily@

YA KNOW^ I NEVER THCXJCHT ID SAY
THtS BUT I MBS THE GUY, HE WAS A
LOT MORE WITTY THAN YOU.
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notices
The Mustang Daily is a "designated
public forum.” Student editors have
full authority to make all content
decisions without censorship o r ad
vance approval.
The Mustang Daily is a free news
paper; however, the removal of
more than one copy o f the paper
per day is subject to a cost o f 50
cents per issue.
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Islamo-facism:

G U E ST C O M M E N T A R Y

Your job:
One o f the greatest dangers facing Am erica Sort through
m "Thé Right Way'
information

This week more than 200 university and
are inferior to men because o f verss
college campuses across our country and
in the Q ur’an like Sura 4:34. Accord
worldwide will be participating in Islamoing to Amnesty International and the
by mem bers of the College Republicans i
Fascism Awareness Week. The goal of the
Pakistani Institute of Medical Sciences,
week is to remind Americans about one of
more than 90 percent of Pakistani wives
the greatest dangers facing America.
have been struck or beaten. Some use
Let me stress that Islam, like Christian
the example o f Muhammad marrying
ity, Judaism or any other religion, it is not a
Aisha when she was six and consum
monolithic entity composed of people with
mating the marriage when she was nine
the same exact beliefs. Therefore, Islamo-fasas a lesson to take wives who are chil
cism does not apply to every Muslim or ev
dren. Accordingly, UNICEF estimates
ery Arab but instead applies to a select group
that over half of the teenage girls in Af
with a specific ideology.
ghanistan and Bangladesh are married.
So what is Islamo-ascism? In the words of
If these believers take these words and
Stephen Shwartz, who used the term directly after Sept. 11, 2001, actions as a strict guide to their actions, then there can be no com“ Islamo-fascism refers to the use of faith of Islam as a cover for promise with the Islamo-fascist agenda.
a totalitarian ideology.” For example, followers of Islamo-fascism
There are many Muslims across the world and in our country
believe that under sharia law, apostasy is punishable by death.They who do not subscribe to the Islamo-facist agenda. In fact, Muslimtake literally Sura 9:29: “ Fight those who believe not in Allah nor Americans are one of the most productive and successful groups livthe Last Day, nor hold that forbidden which hath been forbidden by ing in America. According to research by best-selling author Mark j.
Allah and His Messenger, nor acknowledge the religion of Truth, Penn, 70 percent of Muslim-Americans as a group get married, 82
(even if they are) of the People o f the Book, until they pay thejizya percent are registered to vote and 59 percent are college-educated
with willing submission, and feel themselves subdued” (translation with a salary of more than $50,()()() a year on average. They are just
by Yusuf, Ali). They hold that, under the law, women are not equal as likely to describe themselves as moderate as the general populato men. They believe homosexuality should be punished by death, tion and are actually much more likely to support gun control laws
They ignore verses in the Q ur’an that teach tolerance and peace, than the general public. These moderate Muslim Americans are a
Islamo-fascism can be seen in President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad value to our communities an asset to our country,
of Iran, the Muslim Brotherhood, the Saudi-fmanced Wahhabis, alHowever, Islamo-fascism is a genuine threat to ordinary modQaeda and Hezbollah. Each of these forces presents a danger to erate Muslims just as it is to everyone living in America. IslamoWestern society and America.
Fascism Awareness week calls attention to the victims of IslamoSo why care about Islamo-fascism? I mean, isn’t it true that there fascism, which include over 200,000 moderate Muslims in Algeria
are extremist Christians just as there are extremist Jews and other along with many others in Sudan, Afghanistan and elsewhere. The
extremists in general? In a sense this is true, but Christians and goal of this week is to inform students about the threat of IslamoJews today, on a large scale, do not kill others in the name of their fascism and its underlying causes. This Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in
faith or preach to others to kill in its name. Their founding texts Philips Hall, the Cal Poly College Republicans will be showing the
generally oppose this message. On the other hand, looking solely film “Islam: What the West Needs to Know” followed by a quesat Muhammad and at his written words, there seem to be several tion-and-answer session with director Gregory Davis.
verses that command violence (Sura 9:5, Sura 47:4, Sura 2:191 and
others). Likewise, Muhammad himself organized 65 military cam tìriiW Hller is a materials cnjiincerin{> senior, a member of a member of the
paigns, personally leading 27 of them, and even ordered the execu Cal Poly Colh'iiie Republicans and a conservatine columnist for the Mustatm
tion of enemy soldiers. These extremists take literally that women Daily.

I am no Nostradamus, but 1 predict that
there will be a revolution very soon in the
United States. This will not be like any oth
er revolution that has occurred in human
history. This revolution will not be fought
with guns, sticks or even words. It will be
fought in the mind of every single Ameri
can, whether they are aware of it or not. In
this revolution, the majority of participants
will do absolutely nothing and thereby side
with the incumbent power. This revolution
. will be a war for truth. This revolution will
be between those that accept information
as fact, and those that accept information as
biased and seek to find the truth. The first
step to beginning this revolution is to real
ize that everyone is biased except for me.
The first step to thinking for yourself is to
realize that information and knowledge is
biased and almost certainly wrong.
One thing that very few people realize
is that every news source is biased to some
extent. Those that control it decide what is
contained in it. In fact, everyone is biased.
Let me repeat that for those that didn’t get
it, the media prints what it wants to print,
not the truth. Sometimes the two are very
close, but never the same. The Mustang
Daily.The New York Times, The LA Times,
Fox News.CNN,MSNBCS USA Today and
every other medium of information travel
is biased. You should be smart enough to
not consider the Internet a unbiased source
of information.
When the government decides to not
reveal all facts to the American public for
security or convenience or whatever, there
is an outrage and demands for resignations
and impeachment. When the media de
cides not to tell a particular story, no one
knows about it. What has happened, what
studies have occurred, what discoveries
have been made that the media has chosen
to not report?
Another source of information that is
pertinent here is college professors. Most
professors are qualified to teach and do an
excellent job informing students. However,
there are a couple of major flaws with this
type of system of information distribution,
(ine, not all professors are qualified. That is
why I sometimes ask a professor for their
credentials before registering for a class. Sec
ond, most students choose to interpret their
professor’s words as truth. However good a
profevsor is, they are always biased. When
a competent professor teaches, they do so
from their own opinions and their own
peaeption of reality. One example: Every
university in California has at least a 1-1 ra
tio for liberal professors against conservative
professors. That means that nowhere does
conservatives outnumber liberals, but in the
great majority of institutes of higher learn
ing the liberals outsveigh the conservatives.
Regardlc*ss of your political orientation, you
must recognize the obvious bias and poten
tially unhealthy imbalance this creates.
History is full of examples of scientists
and educated gentry who accepted what
they heard as truth. The more notable his
torical figures heard the same things but
chose to disagree and discover for them
selves if it was true or not.The most remark
able people sought to discover the truth;
however, they realized that the knowledge
they found was not ultimate truth but only
a stepping stone so that a future mind might
discover something more. What you decide
to do with the knowledge you learn will
determine what side of the upcoming revo
lution you will be on because there will be
no neutrals.

,1

A n outraged call for a revolu tion
Cassandra Carlson
MUSTANC DAII Y

It was May 1, 2003 when the United
States led the invasion o f Iraq. The disil
lusionment provided by the White House
administration and the media alike have
provided a base for the apathetic nature of
our country.
I know this might sound harsh, but look
at the facts. We did not see body bags or
the flag-draped coffins of the fallen soldiers
from 1991 until 2005 due to the Defense
Department withholding the photos. The
media isn’t showing us because our govern
ment bamboozles the truth. The Pentagon
released the pictures in response to a Free
dom of Information Act request by Univer
sity o f Delaware journalism professor Ralph
Begleiter, who said the images were public
record. He sought all military photographs
o f caskets carrying the remains of military
personnel taken since the United States at
tacked Afghanistan in October 2001.
You should realize it was not the me
dia vying for the pictures but a professor
o f journalism. My point is today’s media is
nothing like the Helen Thomas era where
journalists were the true watchdogs of de
mocracy. Back then the media would have
stood outside the media gates and demand
ed access to see the coffins.
We need to look at the era where people
cared about our country going to war and

I SW EA R
TO T E LL
THE TRUTH..

/'I

JIM MEEHAN

n ew sa rt

Stood up to the government to tell them
what they wanted to see happen. The apa
thetic nature is apparent in America with
most generations because our media and the
American people will go along with what
our government is telling them to do. When
turning on the television, pundits are talk
ing about Britney showing her “Britney”
once again rather than hard news.
The New York Times Web site has a fea
ture which allows you to look up fallen sol

diers of Iraq. It is a heart-wrenching thing
to see pictures o f all who have died, but it
really brings back the verisimilitude o f to
day. It is quite sad looking up your home
town on the site. My hometown of Helena,
Mont, gives four young men along with
their pictures.
But the soldiers are not the only ones
who are dying. According to Opinion R e
search Business (ORB), an independent
polling agency located in London, pub
lished estimates o f the total war casualties in
Iraq since 2003 at a over 1.2 million while
a study published by a joint U.S.-Iraqi team
in the eminent medical journal The Lancet
said the casualties were about half o f the
O R B report at 655,(M)0.
What I would love to see happen is a
student revolution like that of Vietnam.
People should be alerted by the fact there
is so much death and destruction from the
actions our country has taken. A military
draft would open the eyes o f many, but it
should not come to this.
Choose where your news sources come
from and vote for candidates based on what
you want to see happen.Take action and rise
up if you feel something should not be hap
pening. The leaders we choose will be the
deciding factors to remove the occupancy
o f Iraq one day, but it is us who will be the
ones to decide what democracy is and how
we can once again show it to the rest o f the
world.

You thought T h e M atrix'was cool Just wait 'till you check out our virtual newsroom tour at mustangdaiiy.net
I

H'illiam Sletrnson is a statistics senior and a
Daily lauest columnist.
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u s e plays underdog role against No. 5 Oregon
John Nadel
ass <h : i a i h

)

prkss

LOS ANC'.ELES — When South
ern California loses, it s usually an up
set. That won’t be the case should the
Trojans stumble this weekend.
For the first time since Nov. 17,
2(M)1, the ninth-ranked Tmjans will
be underdogs in a Pac-lO game when
they face No. .S Oregon on Saturday.
It will be the first matchup between
top-1() teams in the 41 -year hismrs' of
Autzen Stadium.
u s e ' coach Pete C'arroll’s reaction
to playing the mle of underdog was
no surprise.
“That means absolutely nothing to
me,"C'arrol! said Tuesday at his weekly
meeting with reporters.“! never bring
It up. If you guys didn’t bring it up, I’d
never know.”
Perhaps not, but his players are
aware of the odds.
“1 heard that today,” quarterback
John 1)avid Boot\’ said with a smile af
ter practice Monday.“It really doesn’t
make any diti'erence to us. You’ve got
to go out and play the game.”
The I)ucks were listed Tuesdav as

3-point favorites.
“We like it,” cornerback Terrell
Thomas said. “The rest of the season
is all about respect for us. We’re still
SC" football. We’re after respect, we’ve
got to get that back. When you lose
a game like we did, that’s what hap
pens.”
Thomas referred to USCl’s surpris
ing 24-23 loss to Stanford on C^ct. 6,
when the Tmjans were tavored by 41
points. That snapped the Tmjans’ 3.Sgame home winning streak.
Oregon’s loss was also at home,
but not nearly as big a surprise — the
Ducks were beaten 31-24 by C'alifornia on Sept. 2‘>.
The Tmjans and 1)ucks both bring
.3-1 Pac-I<> records and 6-1 overall
marks into the game. C')regon is doing
it with an offense that ranks second
nationally in yards (550.9 per game)
and scoring (46.6 points), while USC"
is third in total defense (252.1 yards)
and 10th in scoring defense (16.6
points).
u se , entered this season having
won or shared five straight Pac-10
championships, going 37-4 against
conference opponents. UCXA was a

LOCATIONS

Foothili Hours
S u n -^ W e d ^ m ~ 2 a m

Th-Saf 7am~3am

Burrito trKfudes: Rice, Beans, Cheese,
Cilantro, Onions, Pico
GaUo,
Salsa, Sour Creanr) & Guacamole.

oMcrvüM^iürt» 1CWZ4- 10«

“They deserve to be an underdog
going up to Oregon,” jay Kornegay,
director of the sports book at the Las
Vegas Hilton, said of the Trojans. “Bet
tors have short-term memories. They
only remember what just happened.
You look at USeVs last four games —
you’ve got to throw out the Notre
Dame game — they struggled against
those other three teams.
“The way they’ve played, most
of the bettors will probably come
in on Oregon. On the other hand, I
wouldn’t be surprised if some of the
bigger bettors came in on USC.”
Kornegay said if Booty starts for
USC, that could influence bettors as
well.
Booty has missed the last two
games because of a broken middle
finger on his throwing hand. Mark

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Southern California head coach Pete Carroll walks the sideline during
u s e ’s 24-23 loss to Stanford in a football game in Los Angeles on Oct. 6.
Sanchez struggled in a 20-13 victory
over Arizona, passing for 1.30 yards
and one touchdown with two inter
ceptions, but was much better dur
ing a 38-0 triumph at Notre Dame,
throwing for 235 yards and fourTDs

without being picked off.
“Mark will take all the first-team
reps. We’ll prepare him to play the
football game again until we know
more,” C'arroll s.iid, adding he had no
timetable on naming a starter.

continued from page 12

OPEN LATE

MtfcN^rande Burrito
(Chickeg Bêef Pork) & Soda

IS.

Ski

791 Foothill
7121 Broad St.

^

.3-point favorite over the Tmjans in
the final regular-season game in 2(H) 1,
according to Las Vegas Sports C'onsultants, but lost to their cms.stown rivals
27-0.
The Tmjans went off as 2!^-point
underdogs to Michigan in the Rose
Bowl game last winter, and won 32-

Now open for
Breakfast!
Breakfast Burrito
with eggs, rice,
beans, cheese, &
sour cream
& coffee!
Served All Day from 7am

“ I think there are a lot of people
that theoretically would want to
cross over between the two clubs.
We have a lot of wakeboarders on
our team and I’ve talked to their
president and he said they have
some guys that want to go out and
ski too. In the future we would like
to do some events together,” Ciibbs
said.
For those who are interested in
joining the water ski team, meetings
are held every Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
Clyde H Fisher Science room 287.
“To join the water ski team you
have to like fun, sunshine and hap
piness,” Desautels said.
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(Hey, it’ll give you something to talk to Mom about.)

wear your
HAL LOW EE

G R A D U A T I N G ?
Stay C o n n e cte d to Cal Poly a fte r
g ra d u a tio n w ith an A lu m n i G rad Pack

costume

G r a d P a c k s in c lu d e :

- A lum ni Association m em b ersh ip
- Exclusive Class o f 200 7 Gift
- A lum ni license p late fram e

a

Pick u p y o u r Grad Pack at
the special price of $20.07 d u rin g

GoiTiMn Coffee Alci Cream

Cal P oly G ra d Days
O c to b e r 2 4 -2 6 , 2007

in the UU.

located dowastairs

El Corral Boo ksto re- 9:00 am - 3:30 p m

Questions? Call 756-2586 o r visit
w w w .alm ostalum ni.calpoly.edu

w h e n new s b re a k s ...
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and you'll get a special treat
with purchase on Wednesday 10/31
w
Cempus

EXPRESS welcome

CM -------------------

Open
M-TH 7:00am-9:00pm
FRI 7:00am-4:30pm
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Lack o f black coaches in NCAA football
Tyson M cC loud
11 MI’ I I Nl WS ( I I M I ’ I I I .)

1‘Mll AI )E1.I*H1A— The num
bers are staggering.
More tlian 50 percent ot the
players on l-ootball Bowl Subdi
vision Championship (formerly
known as Division I-A) teams
are black, according to the Black
C^oaches and Administrators Web
site.
Yet, only si.x of the 11‘1 head
coaches in the FBS are black. A
seventh minority head coach, Ma
rio Cristobal, is Latino.
How did this happen?
The answer is rather simple.
In terms of its hiring practices,
college football as a whole is the
least progressive sport in America.
Considering the tact that one
of the greatest college football

coaches of all-time is black, it's ut
terly embarrassing that the land
scape of one of the most popular
sports in the nation is 95 percent
white.
During his 57-year career at
the helm of the Crambling State
football program, Eddie Robinson
became the first college football
coacb to attain 400 victories. He
is one of only two coaches to ac
complish that lofty feat.
Furthermore, in 1992, ILobinson became the first black man to
win the Bobby Dodd C'oach of
the Year Award.
“Martin Luther King,Jr. said he
had been to the top of the moun
tain,” Robinson said upon accept
ing the award. “Well, I’ve been to
the top of the mountain m my
profession.”
Robinson, who passed away in

^>Uî Mork

Edited by Will Shortz
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Across
1 Mountain goafs
spot
5 Letter-shaped
fastener
10 Shake up
14 Hold sway
15 ■'Socrate''
composer
16 Co. bigwig
17 "You said it'”
18 Dress design
19 “Jaywalking”
personality

35 Advice to a
Harley
passenger

42 Fits perfectly
46 Jiffy
49 Soccer forward
50 Put on

65 Break off

1■
Down
1 Tarzan portrayer

6 HopeCrosby

56 Pacific retreat

destination

Road'

...

4Î»

7 Ear-related

9 (Giggte]

28 Hoad of state?

61 Tom Joad, for
one

10 Suffered from an
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5 B-1 letters

60 Similar

63 Hawaii s stale
bird

M

4 Salami variety

24 Once-common
skyline sights

34 “It’s Impossible”
crooner
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3 Joan’s “Dynasty’
role

52 Sprint to the
tape
and a
hint to this
puzzle's theme

29 Athlete seated at
62 With 57-Down,
a table, maybe
1950s campaign
33 “Shrek” princess
slogan
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2 They spread fasf

8 Going from A to

23 Pipe type

11

66 Windsor, for one

59 Like any ot
seven Nolan
Ryan games

20 Smash

No. 0912

64 Does a dog trick

39 Cracked a bit
41 County near
Tyrone

April, was one of the few black
men who had the opportunity to
climb that mountain.
Many black men don’t even get
a chance to see the mountain, let
alone climb it.
So w ho’s to blame? 74ie more
appropriate question is who’s not
to blame?
The NC^AA, athletic directors
and university presidents should
all be held responsible.
The NC'AA spares no expense
in maintaining the integrity of in
tercollegiate sports, instituting an
assortment of rules and regulations
which range from logical to arbi
trary. But nowhere in the NC'AA’s
vast rulebook is there anything as
progressive as the NFL’s Rooney
Rule, which penalizes teams for
not interviewing minorities for
head coaching jobs. Cleveland’s

B say

_
■
'

allergy maybe
11 Send packing

"

12 Meditative sect

P u u l« by Alan Arboaleld

13 "Foucault s
Pendulum'
author

35 'Aquarius'
musical

21 Hardly robust
22 Employer of
many auditors'
Abbr

44 Court action
45 A.L. East playei

36 Asian holiday
37 High dudgeon

54 Scout outing

46 Not tacit

38 Destined for the
record books

47 Cause of weird
weather

25 Plenty

39 Onager

48 Young swan

26 Apollo vehicle,
for shod

40 Stick out

27 Good sign for an
angel
30 Retinal cell
31 Phone Ingram
32 Fish in a John
Cleese film
33 Enriches with
vitamins

43 Do moguls, say

51 Short-sheeting
eg

53 Weapon in a
rumble

Romeo O lmiik‘1, C'iiKiiinati’s
Mai'vm Lewis, (Miieago's Lovie
Smith aiul Pittsburgh’s Mike Tom
lin have all been hired since the
rule was instituted in late 2<I02.
Meanwhile, the NC'AA — in
addition to the 119 FBS institu
tions — has remained asleep at the
wheel.Only 22 black coaches have
presided on the sideline of FBS
schools. O f 197 coaching vacancies
since 1996, only 12 of those posi
tions went to black candidates.
Cmrrent black college football
coaches at the FBS level include
Mississippi State’s Sylvester CTooin,
UCTA’s Karl Dorrell, ButTalo’s
Turner Ciill, Kansas State’s Ron
Prince, Miami’s Randy Shannon
and Washington’s Ty Willingham.
Although aspiring black coach
es can find inspiration in those six
men, the message that colleges and
universities are sending out ap
pears to be clear: Black men are
good enough to be on the team
but not good enough to lead a
team.
This archaic type o f thinking is
not only ignorant, it’s otEensive.
If these conditions don’t
change soon, the amount of po
tential black coaching candidates
will decrease severely. Why would
a qualified black coach — or a
coach of any race, for that mat
ter keep auditioning for positions
they are repeatedly denied access
to before the interviewing process
even starts? Those same qualified
coaches will go elsewhere, wheth
er it’s the NFL, the Arena Football
League or any other professional
league that has better hiring prac
tices than college football.
If that happens, a lot of poten
tially great college football coaches
will be lost. And for what? Because
ctillege football’s current hiring

co cR i KSY m o r o

Eddie Robinson (above) became
the first college football coach to
attain 400 victories. Robinson
passed away in April.
practices recall an era when it was
widely believed that blacks weren’t
intelligent enough to quarterback
a team, let alone coach one.
Again, the message appears to
be clear: you’re good enough to be
on the team but you’re not good
enough to lead the team.
It might not be true at every
institution, but it sure feels that
way.
In an effort to produce change
in college football’s hiring prac
tices, the Black Coaches and Ad
ministrators have suggested that a
Rooney-style rule be instituted,
possibly through the NC'AA.
The proposed regulation would
be called “The Eddie Robinson
Rule.”
It's just a shame that Robinson,
who for more than five decades
gave his blood, sweat and tears to
college football, didn't live to sec
the day when significant progress
was made.
I le deserved better.
And the rest of the black col
lege football coaches across the
nation deserve better also.
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55 Poll closing‘>
56 Watch
attachment
57 See 62-Across
58 Energetic dance
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Water ski team competes
in Nationais for second time
Jessica Ford
MUSTANCi DAILY

S0^-

The C'al Poly water ski team, ranked
in the top 12 in the United States, has
cut and jumped its way to Nationals
JT'
this year.
The team will be compering in the
National C'ollegiate Water Ski Associa
tion Nationals being held in Zachary,
If
La.
Nationals aa* fixiin Oct. 25 until
w .
m
Oct. 27 and skiers will compete in sla
lom, trick or jump courses. This is the
ÍV.;
team’s second rime at Nationals.
The team placed thial at the West
ern Regionals, which qualified them
for 1)i\’ision 1 Nationals. At Region
m
als, (^al Poly competed against other
schools from C'alifornia, Wishington,
Oregon and Arizona.
■ÿ*4 ■■■■
If
“1 am inca*dibly happy we made
-■'Z:"’'r
It to Nationals; that was our real team
■■jm
goal. To make it to Division 1 was a
huge ta*at. Our goal is to do as well as
we can ... 1 would really like to make
top 10, but no matter what we do at
this point we have already put our
name on the neap and have impa'ssed
people,” club president Kyle Desautels
said.
The team’s ne.xt competition is a
COURTESY PHOTO
tournament in San Diego the week
The
water
ski
club
is
a
non-profit
organization
through
Cal
Poly
Student
Life
and
Leadership.
end following Nationals.
“So far we’ve had a really good Skiers of all levels are encouraged to come out and participate in events and tournaments.
season. Definitely the best our team
skier lands fnini the ramp.
events for people who aren’t serious competitors
has ever had,” said Colin Gibbs, team
There are about 35 active members on the too,” Gibbs said.
member and former club president.
Cal
Poly w’ater ski team this year, but only about
To join the team, it costs $210 per quarter for
In competitions slalom skiers go thmugli a
half
of
the
gnnip
competes.
There
are
about
eight
pracricing-only members or $350 for competing
six-buoy course, in which they have to zigziig
women
and
11
men
who
compete,
I
)es.uitels
members. A team boat and equipment is provided
betsveen staggea*d buoys at the fastest speed posthrough the quarterly dues.
sible.The faster the speed, the more points earned. said.
I^racrices
are
held
about
four
to
five
times
a
Winter quarter is a time for fundraising and a
Once a skier reaches their maximum speed, the
week
at
Lake
Nacimiento
during
fall
and
spring
few
snow trips as a team. I )epending on the inter
mpe line is tightened, making it more difficult.
est, the group gut's out to the lake in wetsuits to
In trick events, skiers earn points based on the quarter.
“Even
though
we
are
a
competitive
team,
we
practice.
amount of tricks completed in a 20-second run.
The C'al Poly water ski team does not have a
Each trick is a.s.signed a number of points ba.sed are all about going out and having a gcxxl time at
the
lake
t(K).
People
who
just
like
to
wakeboard
rivalry
with the wakeboaaiing club on campus as
on difficulty.
Jump skiers are on two skis and go off of a five- or water ski with their families and axreationally may be expected.
see Ski, page 10
foot ramp. Points are given based on how far the ... should come out and ski with us ... We have

Poly football drops out o f
Top 25 national rankings
SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

»/
: \*

Cal
Poly (4-3), which
dropped a 48-35 Great WestFootball Conference decision
last Saturday to South Dakota
State in Brookings, S.D., fell out
of the Top 25 in both major na
tional polls Monday.
Coach Rich Ellerson’s Mus
tangs, ^out of both polls for the
first time since the opening
week of the 2004 season, were
No. 19 in the Sports Network
media poll and No. 20 in the
Football Championship Subdi
vision coaches poll last week.
North Dakota State (7-0)
held onto the top ranking in the
coaches poll, collecting 21 of the
28 first-place votes. The Bison
are No. 2 in the media poll.
N orthern Iowa (7-0) remains

atop the media poll, garnering
56 of the 120 first-place votes.
The top five in the media
poll are No. 1 Northern Iowa,
No. 2 North Dakota State, No. 3
Montana (7-0), No. 4 Massachu
setts (6-1) and No. 5 McNeese
State (7-0). In the coaches poll.
N orth Dakota State is No. 1, fol
lowed by N orthern Iowa, Mon
tana, Massachusetts and Mc
Neese State.
Appalachian State (5-2), the
two-time defending FCS na
tional champion, fell to No. 10
in both polls after dropping a
38-35 decision against Georgia
Southern.
In other polls released Mon
day, Cal Poly is No. 18 in Don
Hansen’s Football Gazette poll
(down five positions), unranked
in the SME poll (was 19th) and

by Any Given Saturday (was
17th).
In the Jeff Sagarin NCAA
football rankings published by
USA Today, Cal Poly is No. 158
among 242 Division I football
teams (down 31 spots) and the
43rd FCS team in the ranking
(down 24 spots). The Mustangs
are ahead of such schools as Ida
ho, Florida International, SMU
and North Texas, among others.
Idaho State is No. 202. The
Great West Conference is No. 16
among the 28 Division I confer
ences (down three spots) and
fourth among FCS conferences
(down two spots).
Cal Poly continues its fourgame road trip Saturday, visiting
Idaho State for a non-confer
ence game at 2:05 p.m. PDT in
Pocatello, Idaho.

Sports Network Top-25
Team

Record

Prev.

1. Northern Iowa

7-0

1

2. North Dakota State 7-0

2

3. Montana
4. Massachusetts
5. McNeese State
6. James Madison
7. Southern Illinois
8. New Hampshire
9. Delaware
10. Appalachian State
11. Wofford
12. Delaware State
13. Yale
14. Richmond
15. Hofstra
16. Elon Phoenix
17. Eastern Kentucky
18. Nicholls State
19. Montana State
20. Youngstown State
21. Grambling State
22. Georgia Southern
23. Norfolk State
24. Western Illinois
25. The Citadel

3
4
6
8
9
11
14
5
7
15
16
18
10
24
21
13
18
12
23
NR
25
17
NR

7-0
6-1
7-0
6-1
7-1
5-2
6-1
5-2
6-2
6-1
6-0
5-2
6-1
5-2
6-2
5-2
5-2
-5-3
6-1
5-2
6-1
5-3
5-2

U ltim ate
Frisbee
provides
escape
Whitney Diaz
MUSTANCi DAILY

Imagine running down a green field
toward the end zone, dodging seven
players from another team and catch
ing a white plastic disc as it rotates in
mid-air.
That is Ultimate Frisbee. The game
has been played for decades at C!al Poly
and the men’s and women’s teams are
ready for upcoming tournaments.
“Ultimate Frisbee is an intercol
legiate club sport,” said Tyler Bacon, a
SLO C'ore team co-captain and con
struction management senior. “It’s a
combination of football and soccer.
Players are constantly in motion, and in
order to score you have to catch a Fris
bee in the end zone.”
SLO Core is the official men’s Ulti
mate Frisbee team of Cal Poly. Founded
in 1978, It has represented the school
in local and national competition with
men’s and women’s teams, according to
the team’s Web site.
On the other hand, the women’s
team, SLO Motion, is only a few years
old, but Danielle Shaw, the team co
captain and a wine and viticulture junior
believes the team is more than ready for
the tournaments in November.
“We’re looking forward to playing in
the tournaments,” Shaw said. “Tourna
ments are at different colleges. We travel
up and down the coast and play in their
athletic fields.”
The first tournament is at UC'LA on
Nov. 3 and 4. Bacon said there are about
40 to .50 members on the men’s team
and about 25 members on the women’s
team, but only seven players of each
squad will play in the tournament.
The teams practice at least twice ev
ery week at the lower Sports Complex
on campus. SLO C'ore practices from 8
to 11 p.m. on Tuesdays and 10 a.m. to 1
p.m. on Sundays.
SLO Motion practices from 7:30 to
10 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays and
10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Sundays.
Many players participated in team
sports in high school but did not con
tinue playing in college. Ultimate Fris
bee is a way for them to remain active
and make new friends, Shaw said.
“It’s a nice break from homework,”
said the women’s recruiting member
Mailie Fanning. The senior animal sci
ence major said she joined the club be
cause she loves the travel and activity.
Bacon was involved in track field sports
in high school, and both Shaw and co
captain Courtney McLaughlan, an ani
mal science senior, played soccer.
During a game of Ultimate Frisbee,
which is a non-contact sport, two sev
en-player squads play on a field similar
to a football field. The game’s objective
is to catch a pass in the opponent’s end
zone, Shaw said.
Players cannot run with the disc in
their hand but must instead pass to any
other receiver on the field.
SLO Core is trying to hold a tour
nament at Cal Poly during winter quar
ter.
“Anybody can join. There is no ex
perience necessary and no athletic abil
ity necessary,” Shaw said.

